Coping with a Sudden Death
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When death is expected there is time to prepare… and to adapt to the coming loss and let it sink in. Sudden death can be very different. Whether accidental, traumatic, violent, associated with a disaster or disease or some other event… it is a world-changing, highly emotional and distressful time for those left behind.

- **There is immediate and overwhelming grief:** Often sudden death results in intense feelings such as being overwhelmed - unable to cope, confused, agitated, despairing, helpless and being out of control. You can be left with a real sense of disbelief as you think this can’t be real, it can’t be happening to me and my family.

- **No opportunity for goodbyes:** With no time to prepare for loss and say good-bye, words are left unsaid, important things are not done and business is unfinished - regrets can be intense and long-lasting.

- **Your world changes:** Perhaps you feel less safe, insecure, emotionally and personally abandoned, angry, immobile in the face of what has happened and what is to come. You might fear about the future and worry if you have the personal strength and ability to cope with this.

- **No one can answer “Why?”:** Maybe these questions keep recurring. Why me? Why did God let this happen? Why our family? What did I do to deserve this? Who is to blame for this? You search for answers but there don’t seem to be any. Nothing makes sense right now.

- **And then there are the immediate decisions:** You can’t think straight and there is the funeral to organise… arrangements to make, so many decisions, people to contact, no idea where to start! There may also be police reports, a Coroner’s investigation, lawyers, insurance companies, media reports and other parties involved … all this added intrusion to deal with.

- **Don’t try to do it all by yourself:** You may find your friends and relatives don’t know what to do or how to talk to you about the situation. Maybe you can tell them what you would like them to do. Give them a task, they’ll feel useful knowing they are doing something worthwhile for you. You may have to show them that you are okay talking about what’s happened and that you want them to speak openly to you.

- **Allow yourself to grieve…** It’s alright to cry and let people know that it’s hard losing someone special so unexpectedly. Try not to bottle up your feelings. Now’s the time to tell a close friend that you’re struggling… really struggling! If you are feeling really overwhelmed, unable to act or do what needs to be done… talk to your doctor, community health service, or a registered psychologist or counsellor.

For more information visit: www.allaboutgrief.com